What is the Hall of Fame badge?

The Hall of Fame badge is for Candidates who have met the following requirements:
1. Participated in your Real Men Wear Pink Campaign last year
2. And, raised at least $2,500 last year

One you have determined a Candidate meets those requirements, you can turn on the Hall of Fame badge for them!

How do I enable the Hall of Fame badge for my Candidates?

1. **Sign in** to the Event Management Center

2. Navigate to the Customer Service tab, and choose Manage Participants
3. Locate the Candidate who you are enabling the badge for, click **Manage Participant**
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4. Select **Edit Registration** under the Related Actions menu
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5. Under question 8. Display Hall of Fame badge?, select **Yes**
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6. Click **Finish** – this will enable the Hall of Fame badge on the Candidate’s dashboard and personal page!

*Note, it could take 30-60 minutes for the badge to display publicly*